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FARLEY TO ADDRESS GRADUATES
Ex-Postmaster
Papooses Leave
Next Friday For
Denver Meet

General To Speak
At Graduation

By ART HOOTEN and JOHN McLAVEY
The record shattering Papoose aggregation, strengthend
by the addition of two valuable board-men, are scheduled to
leave at 9 a.m., Friday, March 17, for their well-earned
chance for national fame in the National AAU tournament
in Denver.
Coach Bill Fenton will take their roster. This is where
10 members of the original Spangler and Hedequist come
frosh squad, which set an ini- in!
"No other players were setial record for Seattle U. by
whipping their arch-rivals Al- lected in regards to the many
pine Diary in the final game offers that have been suggesof the Northwest League tour- ed to my office," Fenton said,
ney at Edmundson Pavilion; concerning their being chosen.
Permission had to be obthus winning the 1950 ticket
to the March 16, 17, and 18 tained from the Evergreen
Denver tournament. Chief- Conference regarding smoothtains Earl Spangler and Bob working Hedequist, since he
PICTURED ABOVE is the victorious Papoose basketball squad, to leave next week
Hedequist have been picked- has another year of eligibility
to represent Seattle in the National Amateur Atheletic Union tournament at Denver.
up by Fenton to supply some at SU.
badly needed height for the
The Papoose squad will be
big AAU tournament play.
the first freshman contingent
Spangler has topped the to participate in the Denver
varsity inscoring the last four AAU affair. Although the list
seasons and his sturdy, ag- of teams is still unknown since
gressive 6ft. 5 in.frame, along most sections of the country
It was bedtime at Sai'azin The second in a series of
with Burly Bob's bulky, pow- have their playoffs at a later
open discussions prepared by
erful 6 ft. 3 in. anatomy will date, such eminent teams as The Commerce Club, March Hall. All 29 pajama-clad coeds the Philosophy Club was prerelaxed in a spirit of welloffset the Papooses lack of al- Oakland Bittners, San FranSchmidt, being. After one burgling and sented Sunday morning, Feb.
titude. Hedequist was No. 2 cisco Chevrolets,Denver Nug- 7, heard Theodore
26, over Station KJR.
point-maker for the Chiefs gets, and the world-champion director of public relations, two furnace explosions during
With Father McCusker, S.J.
Phillips Oilers are certain to Kaiser Aluminum and Chemithis '49-'SO season.
merry
February,
the
month
of
moderator, Pat Smith and
?s
Corporation.
cal
Refering to the local AAU be on hand.
Piggott presented stateBill
they
basked
in
the
assurance
pubMr.
Schmidt handled
Concerning the Seattle U.
cage meet, the fiery Papooses
both pro and con rements
lic
relations
for
a
War
nothing
happen
Producthat
elsecould
had a rough time! They bare- Frosh's chances, Coach Fengarding the subject, "Is the
Washingtion
Board
in
nothing.
Unit
to
them
confides,
inspired,
"Their
ly squeezed-by Paulsbo's VFW ton
Family a Real Conjugal SociC, and for 11 months
the first night; earned a clever, and at times fanatical ton, D.
At first nobody noticed it. ety".
of
war,
was director
nerve-tingling 32-26 win the play against Alpine in that after the
Six or seven were saying the
The main issue of controfollowing evening over anoth- final game at the Pavillionas- information and advertising Rosary; the rest were busy
for
the
War
Assets
Adminiversy
arose over the question
sleeping, studying,keeping up
er "old enemy",Renton A and sured my complete confidence
place in the famstration.
of
woman's
inspired
in the Freshmen."
B; and then put on an
their perpetual gameof bridge.
Mr. Schmidt discussed the It was pretty, though. Kind ily. "Woman cannot be asThe Frosh's season record
fourth-quarter splurge to upsumed to be on the same level
set the favorite Alpine Dairy- stands at 22 wins and 10 de- aluminum industry, its his- of an orangy-pink color.
as man regarding responsibiltory,
industry
its use in
and
men, 48-45 in the finals.
feats. Their ultimate victory
through ity and authority," said Bill
First
it
slithered
home,
opporvocational
In NWL play, the Alps fin- over the Alps was their elev- the
the basement, endowing Benished ace-high with 12 victor- enth straight win; they have tunities and future possibili- dix, laundry, and all with its Piggott as he defended what
industry
he believes is the infringment
ies and no set backs. The Pa- not been turned back since ties. The aluminum
lovely
up
Then
into
own
color.
growing
factor in the
of women upon men's rights.
pooses got second with a 9-3 January when the Husky- is a
dorm,
dining
room,
living
the
Washington
of
Pat Smith on the other
industriPups outscored them on the State
record and Renton third.
room, and onward up the hand replied rather defiantly
development.
al
John O'Brien filched the Pavilion floor. Of these ten
stairs. About this time the that, "Women have shown
tournament's outstanding 'osses, six of them occured
fire engines arrived. Legions that they have equal ability
player nomination away from during the '49 part of the seaof
firemen tramped through with men in every field of enthe host of veteran cagers and son.
dorm, dining room, deavor".
basement,
former college stars. The 5 ft.
The traveling squad will be
and onward up
living
room,
Father McCusker gave a
9 in. speedster pushed in 46 Ed and John O'Brien, Jack
the
stairs.
summary at the end of the dispoints in three games for the Doherty, Ray Moscatel, Jim
Seattle University gets its Sarazin's 29 shivered on the cussion. He said "In the famtourney's high score; as well Hill, Jerry Vaughan, Oscar
name
in the paper quite often front porch, clutching their ily there is a real conjugal
SpangBurns,
as racking up 24 against the Holden, Bobby
days, but one of the ar- dearest possessions. Books, society,
these
alternates,
single
game
ler,
Hedequist,
and
Dairymen for
that it must have auof which it should be rosaries, even the perpetual thority which comes
honors. He and Jack Doherty Jim Gifford and Bob Miller. ticles proud
from God
appeared in the bridge game, were abandoned. and
were named on the NWL all- Although not allowed to suit most
in man, and that
resides
up, Ed Paige will also make February 24 issue of The Se- Radios and typewriters stood man alone in society is
star roster.
attle Times, where public rec- by the door, ready for instant equipped to carry theburden."
O'Brien's 512 points scored the journey.
evacuation.
this season are the most ever
Fenton also informed us that ognition of SU's new seminar
Up
scored in this area for one University President Father on alcoholism was given.
And then they found it.
had
season and an all-time Seattle Lemieux, Athletic Director until this time, the coursepubinto one of the baseStuffed
Father Logan, Claude Norris, not been given too much
U. record.
windows,
it was. Down
ment
licity,
value,
popularity
Under the AAUrules a rep- team trainer; and Bob Youn- and but
the
stairs
and
out the door
success have decreed that tramped
resenting team may add two ker, team manager, will take
coughing
firethe
it become a regular part of men, taking the
college or amahire players to in the tournament.
The Student Publicity Comstink-bomb
the schedule starting next
mittee
announces a rally in
with them.
term.
honor of the Papooses,at noon
Giving the names of the
next Thursday, as a fitting
speakers at the seminar and
send-off to our Denver-bound
the purpose for which the
frosh team.
seminar is being offered, The
In the way of entertainTimes pointed out that SU is
ment,
M27-slh. aye.
el. 0171
there will be the "Ballet
:
/PJL^
-//
only American college ofthe
"
"
Rustic."
C. i//
DIAMOND! WATCHfS SILVUWaRI
COiTUMI
i^VJ^H HE&
"
All candidates for teaching Following this,
ACCmURUi WOn! HINCS
\./(
fering such a course for unthe team will
in the fall of 1950
positions
dergraduates. (There isa simpresent
special
display of
a
assignin
ilar program at Yale for grad- who are interested
STUDENTS
showmanship.
ments in Germany, Austria,
uate students only.)
Gifts will be presented to
Japan, please leave their
and
The value of such a course,
the
team. There will be a
according to Father Royce, names with Robert Prenovost musical program, also.
director, is that the huge prob- in the placement office.
lemof alcoholism in this coun- Interviews will be arranged
Racial Problems Panel
try can be adequately handled with the chief of the recruitonly by those who know the ment section of the civilian SU students will participate
facts, and SU's seminar on personnel of the Army. This in a panel on racial problems
alcoholism is the way to learn applies to elementary and sec- to be held at the U. of W.,
ondary positions.
April 20-21.
them.
FRANK URSINO, Seattle Prep. Graduate, 1936

Commerce Club Sarazin Hall
Hears Aluminum Bombed Out
Publicity Director

—

Alcoholism Course

Exclusive Feature

What Is the
Woman's Place?

The largest class (about 540) ever graduated from Seattle University will have James A. Farley as speaker at the
commencement exercises next June 2.
Mr. Farley s letter of acceptance was received by the
Very Rev. A. A. Lemieux, S.J., president of Seattle University. In accepting the invitation,Mr.Farley, now chairman
of the board of the Coca-Cola
Export Corp., said:
"With reference to your letter
in which you invite me
A discussion on "Job opporto
address
the graduating
tunities in the Juvenile Court"
class
of
Seattle
University, on
was delivered February 28, to
June
in
2,
the
Civic AuditoSociology Forum, by Mr.
rium
in
Seattle,
Iwant you to
Green,
Phil
Chief Probation
know
that
I
consider
it a great
Officer at the King County
honor
to
be
invited
do this,
to
Juvenile Court.
accept your invita*
and
that
I
This speech was part of a tion with great pleasure."
series of talks on job,opporThe former Postmaster Gentunities presented by the foreral
of the United States has
um.
Mr. G%een stated that long been prominent in natrained social workers are tional and international politibadly needed in Washington cal circles. He was Postmaster
General from March, 1933, to
juvenile courts.
"Competent well-trained so- August, 1940. During this pecial workers arein demand for riod Mr. Farley was chairman
iuvenile work," stated Mr. of the National Democratic
Green, "becausethe Children's
a member of the
Court will give that care that
hts
of Columbus, the
given
by
should be
the pares, and the Elks.
ents."
ming into promuMHgfl
Mr. Green also stated that
King County is the only coun- soon after the financiaH§oi£l||
ty in Washington with a well in 1929, Mr. Farley
trained organization to com- of the leading figures in^me^
bat juvenileproblems. Twenty reconstruction of our econocounties have no probation my. He is the author of sevservice at all. Only about five eral books, one of which, "Betrained officers serve outside hind the Ballots," is considered a classic in the study of
King County.
The probation officer should the American political system.
have an AB in Sociology with
at least one year of graduate
work and some field work.
The Juvenile Court is an important element in our society,
explained Mr. Green. It handles all juveniles who break
he law and all unwanted
children.
A sure cure for those after"Individual workers must finals' blues is to be wearin1
investigateall cases objective- the green at the St. Patrick's
ly. We want to know the 'why' Day Mixer, March 17, Sponin all cases. This takes well- sored by the junior class, the
gained officers", stated Mr. annual jig is one of only two
Green.
dances allowed by the school
American children need during Lent.
trained men and women to
Co-chairmen Kay Klingele
help them. This is the job for and Joe Murphy announce
the probation officer.
that dancing will be from 9-12
Friday evening, with Ken
Cloud and his orchestra providing the musical entertainment at the Encore Ballroom,
1214 E. Pike. Admission is 75
Miss Florine Ross, a prin- cents a person, and, in the
cess at Seattle University's spirit if the day, refreshHomecoming, was a guest at ments are free.
the Capitol Hill Commercial Peggy Lynn is in charge of
Club February dinner.
publicity and Glen Graham is
She sang several selections handling the tickets, which
find spoke of her part in the will be on sale next week in
local "Heart" campaign. Miss the main hall of the LA buildRoss is Capitol Hill's choice in ing. Dress for the affair is
the contest for Seattle's strictly sport with a bit o'
"Queen of Hearts" campaign. green, of course.

Soc Forum Hears
Probation Officer
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St.Patrick's Dance,
Mid-Lent Treat,
Set for March 17

Florine Ross in
Papoose Send-Off Heart Queen Tests
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EDITORIAL
Isuppose that many of you will be
glad to hear that this is the final edition
of the Spectator under its present staff.
Commencing with the spring quarter,
the paper will be published under the
editorship of Kevin Packard, the present feature editor.
Although the change is being made at
the insistence of the outgoing staff, it
nevertheless,occasions a certain amount
of regret on their part. We well know
that the paper has not fulfilled its utmost potentalities. Such a task requires
practically a full-time application, which
is impossible in the light of a desire to
graduate, eventually, from the school.
Much more important, however, the
Spectator of the past three quarters has
towered undeniably high above certain
■tevious editions of the not too remote
H. One thing of which we are particproud is the fact that there has
Treen absolutely none of the bickering
and "political" nonsense which has always seemed to go hand-in-hand with
the Spectator. The "miniature Machiavelli's" have, let us hope, wised up to
some degree.
It is, of course, impossible to satisfy
everybody.Each individual has his own
ideas as to what should constitute a
representative newspaper.
The Spec would have to have more
pages than the telephone book to keep
everybody happy. All we can do is very
sincerely apologize for our own limitations and then proceed to do the best
we can.
Of course there is one type of reader
who wil never be satisfied. He is the
"professional" critic. You wil usually
find him sitting on his one-spot in the
Cave, mugging a cup of coffee, inhaling
tobacco, and complaining, just complaining. It may be the Spec, or the Student
Body, or the Engineers, or the ball
squad, or what have you. It really matters very little, just so he can complain.
Concerning the opinions of this type,
we couldn't have cared less.
And so, Mr. Packard, It's all yours.
Ken Romano, civil engineering senior
at Seattle University, is acquiring practical experience in his chosen field. His
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Romano, of
Auburn, recently acquired some Lake
Washington property.

Ken, with the assistance of other engineering students, is surveying the
propertypreparatory to building a home
an the lakeshore.

erin "go bah!

national security

JACKIE RENDALL
It may be true that the Irish are the

finest people in America, and also inIreland, where a few of them are left,
but it took an Englishman to banish
us from the Emerald Isle. This is not
said with a triumphant tone but rather
in reminisence of the great man who
evicted us lock, stock and snakeskin.
St. Patrick a Romanized Briton, secured the lasting gratitude of the Irish
by conquering the serpent of paganism,
leaving the light of Christanity glowing
with unextinguishablepower.
He learned to speak the language of
the people while in captivity which
further proves his great ability, for it
takes a smart man to acquire a speaking acquaintance with the Gaelic tounge.
That's why the Irish are all so smart!
—
Ah that dear little green isle, which
we love so devotedly— especially since
we don't have to live there. 'Tis said by
the inhabitants, in their usual humble
way, that it is the greenest nation in
the world— agreed! When the English
conquered the island, they tried to deport the Irishand bring back the snakes,
but we refused.
To the Irish world, March 17, is a
day of great rejoicing. In Ireland, loyal
Hibernians are expected to "drown the
Shamrock" in a "Patrick's Pot", while in
"Little Ireland" (America) certain refreshment parlors color their beverage
inhonor of this great Saint.
It has always seemed to me that
their hilarity is a bit misplaced as the
17th is the anniversary of his death
but then the ways of the Irish are

Friday, March 9, 1050

digressions
"

KEVIN PACKARD

Right at the top of the list of national security measures seems to be
a fever-pitch drive for deeper and wider
moats around leopard pits. The newspapers have set aside H-bomb scares,
flying disks,Stromboli, and anAir Corps
campaign requiring allpersonnel to wear
suspenders, and have seized upon the
touchy little incident that recently occurred in Oklahoma city.
Citizens of the surrounding area
were somewhat alarmed upon learning
that a 170-pound leopard was casually
mingling with the folks-about-town.
Rumor went around to the effect that
the animal frequently grew hungry and
when confronted with such a situation
he would embrace most alarming means
to satisfy his appetite. Everyone
breathed easier when it was announced
that a couple hundred marines with automatic weapons had been called in to
join the hunt. Everyone, that is, except
any human being or animal that could
possibly be mistaken for a leopard.
Women with leopard-skin coats weren't
being seen in the sti'eets not that people didn't have the utmost confidence
in the chaps that Semper Fid their way
—
to glory but the corps has a rep for
being a little limber with the trigger*
finger.
Anyhow, the hunt didn't quite reach
the exciting proportion of an African
big game hunt. It seems that the old
boy got lonesome for little women and
wandered back home a day or so later.
A resourceful zoo director planted some
tloped-up meat around the wife's quarters and it seems that Pa leopard bit,
hook, line and sinker. A few mouthfuls
and he had about as much fight left as
that moth-eaten bear rug stretched in
front of the fireplace.
They threw a rope around his neck
and dragged him in by the tail. Of
course this was probably mild, compared
to what his charming mate had in store
for him. She was rumored to be quite
perturbed about the whole thing.
The mickey, however, proved too
much for the big cat and final reports

—

The spirit of Lent, with its selfsacrifices and penances, has arrived and
has done wonders for those strongwilled people who have so far managed
to stick to their resolutions.
Those who gave up the nicotine for
40 days have gotten used to their misery
and instead of snarling at people upon
meeting them, manage a sickly smile as
if to say, "I'm not smoking, but it's killing me." I
overheardone fellow remarking to another in the hall, "I thought
about giving 'em up this year, which is
at least more than. I
have done on any
other year." The one detriment about
trange.
this abstinence is that one doesn't have
anything to take away the taste of the
And now before Iclose, suffering
Cave coffee.
from pangs of conscience and tormented
There is a marked increase in atby the "little people", Iwish to disclose
tendance
at Mass in the Chapel every
viper
that I
that started
was the vicious
morning. It is a sight which is always
the false rumor that the wheelbarrow
was, the greatest single influence in Ire- pleasing to behold. Why is there always
land! progress as it taught the Irish to such a laxity immediately at the termination of Lent?
walk on their hind legs. It was really
There are two important events
plow.
Forgive
me,
a
for I
knew not what
looming up in the near future, St. PatI
had done.
rick's Day and Finals. Of the latter we
need not say too much, as the worried
countenances and occasional shrieks of
despair that emerge from the library
are quite enough to stir anyone'simagination.
St. Patrick's Day, of course, will
BOB ERSKINE
bring out all the loyal sons of Hibemia.
accompanied the SU
The other day I
They will go through their usual inWhether or not Monk Mangle is
Chess Club to Everett.Seems they were
decorous antics which are funny to no
guilty of mercy slaying in the death of
his wife Mathilde, is not the issue. The
one except another "shanty." But then, short a player for their forthcoming
joust with the Everett Chess Club, so I,
it's a grand old day commemorating a
issue is, whether or not Mathilde was
being
a man of many talents, offered my
grand
dead before Monk shot stabbed and bludold nation, so let -them have their
services.
geoned her.
fun. Irishmen are always so well behaved on the other 364 days anyway
Ihadn't played much chess, except
Now Monk, a quiet unassuming man,
(if
Coen
Mr.
should
read
this
I
would
the
kind you fool around with to pass
feet,
weighing
about 6
9 inches and
285
be denounced as a dirty heathen).
the time, so it appeared to me to be a
pounds, has stated that Mathilde had
simple matter to slip up to Everett, conIwas sitting down to a murky cup
died of a heart attack while he (Monk)
respectable
of
coffee
in
one
of
the
more
found them with my "free-style", and
was chasing her around the yard. Ma"sweep the meet", as we say in chess
"beaneasies" the other day when a felthilde, it seems had a bad head cold and
low in a long black cape, silk hat, and circles.
her suffering had affected Monk
Well, I
a curled mustache, approached me and
sat down at the board appointstrangely. On the third lap around the
many
glance
with
furtive
informed
ed
a
to me, smiled and nodded graciously
yard Mathilde stumbled and fell. Monk
me that for one plate of Old Faithful
about the gloomy room, thinking to incame lumbering around the corner
ject a little cheer into the atmosphere.
beans he would divulge a highly imporshouting, "Wait mypoor darling."
One
particularly ponderous old buffalo
tant
state
secret.
His
whole
manner
As he approached her still form, he
aroused my insatiable curiosity, so I sitting next to me glowered in my direcwhipped out two pearl handled pistols,
decided to play along.
tion at the time Icouldn't help thinkan old cavalry saber, given to him by an
gobbled
He
ing
down
the
mess
as
if
he
that if an orang-utang was placed
Air Force corporal named George Armhadn't had anything to eat for a week
before a chess board in a blue serge suit
strong Custer, and a small 50 pound
me into a corner, threw his cloak around he would be a dead-ringer for old nozzlebash weight. With these he gently fired and
finally, when he was through, drew
nose.
12 shots into her, delivered six thrusts
and
whispered
my
pointed
me
in
Then my opponent swung into view.
little
and 14 slashes with the old cavalry
why
ear.
"I
know
the
real
reason
the
He
was one of those tall, cool devils,
saber he received from a navy seaman
thirtyish
United
States
severed
with
and superior looking. When he
relations
named Sitting Bull, and caressed her
mentioned
with the sash weight until restrained Bulgaria." Good heavens! Ithought to had arranged the chessmen I
myself, this will be the scoop of the
that Iwas, as yet,a novice in the field
by sympathetic neighbors.
year. "Why?" Iasked breathlessly.
of tournament chess. He politely in"What Idid was illogical and irraquired
"Because the Bulgarian gamins were
tional," said Monk. "Something snapped pilfering the American consul's wine bit". if he "Dared to use Evan's gamwhen Isaw her poor body lying there."
cellar!"
Thinking, naturally, that Iwas being
Is this poor man to be further punIf you haven't given up the cinema
made the butt of a jest, (for Iknew full
ished inhis grief? I
leave it to you, the
for Lent, go see "Samson and Delilah."
well that a gambit was a type of saltreading public to decide whether or not
It is truly an epic. For the paltry sum
replied that he might
water shell fish) I
he is guilty. Do not consider mercy slayof $1.25 you will see fat and fortyish
do as he saw fit.
ing as just or unjust. The law is clear on
Victor Mature make unparalleledamours
At the completion of the game, which
this. The point is, Was Mathilde dead
to scrawny Hedy Lamarr and slay 3,001 lasted three moves, it occured to me
before Monk came around the corner?
that, prehaps, a gambit might have a
Philistines and you'll get an occasional
(Mathilde was insured for $10,000
glimpse of Ben Hur, where Mr. De Miile meaning other than a shell fish. It is
got a little careless.
double indemnity.)
possible, very possible.

—

.."

"something
snapped

"

'how's that
again' dept.

—

.

burke-men— prefer final grades to skiing trophy!

RON MARPERT
regretfully indicated that he had passed
01 to that Great Beyond where all good

leopards pass on to. It's probably just
as well it happened that way, because
his new-fourd freedom was bound to
ccme to a sadand ignominious end. Public sentiment doesn't seem to favor leopards lingering among the cafe society
for any great length of time.
It just goes to prove, boys you've
Tot to play along with the girls. Don't
be leaping ?0 foot moats to get away
from them. You just get the works in
the end. Better just accept that timehonored axiom — you can't live with
t!em and you can't live without them.

—

my day

"

—

—

—

JULIE DENNEHY

The other evening Iwent to a concert which Imuch enjoyed, given by a
Finnish singer with a beautiful voice
vho spoke very movingly. The Minev.orkers' quartet san-r, which made this
part of t*he evening memorable. Ifelt
T should do something for those who are
contributing so much to our country's
welfare. So Ibrought them home and
thowed them our newly redecorated
house, including the dining room, which
was set for formal dinner for the second
assistant to the Secretary of the Finnish Consulate, who was representing
His Majesty at the theater. I
told them
that the table decorations had been
brought over from Tibet during the war
by the man who is married to a cousin
of my sister's husband.
spent very largeThe next morning I
ly in doing those things which keep us
in tip-top condition. Iwent to the dentist and hair-dresser's and, on the fly,
Ibought some birthday and Christmas
presents in one of those Winter sales
which one sees advertised.
I
found among other things a delightful cookbook edited by British and
American women in Venezuela for the
benefit of the Brazilian Society for the
Promotion of Mutual Good Will in World
Affairs. On one page are the Spanish
recipes and on the opposite page they
are translated into English. I
think this
is going tobe a help to my halting Spanish. The covers, both front and back,
display the vegetablesand fruits of Venezuela with their names in Spanish and
English.

Tuesday morning Ihad the opportunity to take the train to the farms;
however it took us two hours, a rather
dismaying prospect ; but being pursued
by that word "delay" still seems in Winter to be one of the troubles faced by
all methods of transportation. I
can i*emember well, when Iwas a little girl,
of having been stopped at a small railroad station for six hours.
Having had such a perfectly gracious
day in the country made me more than
ever reluctant to return to the city last
nifTht. Idrove in from Marsdale, and
took the train from Docton so Iwas
home by 10 p.m.
T took a walk with "Shep" early in
really feel sorry for him
the morning. I
these days. Iam not bringing him to
town since Icannot look after him or
spend any time with him. Yet he is so
glad to see his family and be in his own
home once a week, that Ifeel guilty
about deserting him and being away.
Dogs are faithful creatures and Icould
not help smiling a little when he ran
all around the house last evening, as
though he had to visit every corner of
his own domain.
This afternoon one of the representatives of the County Association for
Educationin the state came to tea.What
a vivacious and courageous person she
is ! She is deeply interested, as Iam,
in the wiping out of illiteracy and procuring better educational opportunities
for all. It is my conviction that the
battles we fight in the world tribunals
will never really be settled until we learn
to fight them in our own communities.

They placed second in the necessary in order to see from enough seconds to win the
Again individual honors
In view of the proximity of compete we would be at a
downhill— 14 seconds behind one gate to another.
meet.
went to Walker. Theace speed'inal test week, Captain Wha- distinct disadvantage."
All eyes glued to the stop- ster scored 198 points out of
en Burkehas decided to with- Rhoady Lee, three year vet, the winner. This meant they Now it was time! One run
Terry
by
slips,
spills,
brother,
capture
the
slalom
all
!
No
but
watches
Chiefand
must
at
was
No
as Foley, the last a possible 200 to render possihigh-flying
draw his
Whalen's
tain skiers from this Sunday's Burke, are both out of action least 15 seconds or the meet plenty of specd or they were man, neared the finish. Could ble the victory. Besides his
he do it?
first in the slalom, Walker
Whitman College sponsored for at least another week. Lee was somebody else's andthey out.
The sophomore expert, Don He breezed in;timed at 49.1 posted fourth in the downhill.
has an injured leg and Burke had to do it with only four
meet at Toll Gate,Oregon.
seconds. The Chieftains had Leader Burke captured third
We would like to take a suffered a head impairment men against four five man Walker, led off. Each mem—
Terry
(call
Trees)
gathered
first, second, third in the slalom and fifth in the
teams.
ber
each
team
Spokane
victory
Mt.
me
of
followed
winning
crack at
the Falken- in their
at
Burke collided with a tree at Dick Foley of SU took off last. and ninth to cop the EWCE downhill. Foley was second in
berg trophy all right", Burke three weeks ago.
the downhill finish line in an As Foley began his flight, contest by 22 strained, per- the slalom and Bob Mahoney
declared, "but Idecided Win Hard Way
No. 2 in the downhill.
against going'way down there
The squad walked off with effort to avoid other skiers. the situation stood like this: spiring seconds.
because of the strain of final first place honors at Mt. Spo- Later Burke had to have five Walker had the best time, CPS nailed runnerup hon- Meanwhile, last Sunday, the
Captain Burke was second and ors, Wenatchee JC placed Chieftain second team picked
tests".
kane the hard way !They came stitches taken.
Besides two of our first through when the chips were To top it all off, fog set in Mahoney eighth. The Chiefs third,Whitman fourth and the up second place honors at Mt.
by this time and radar was were in the lead but not by host team trailed the field.
team men wouldn't be able to against them.
Baker in a class "C" competi-

I

"

tion, Western WashingtonCollege meet.

The Wenatchee Junior College first team flyers earned
the top honors in the regular
slalom meet and the Yakima
JC first team placed right behind SU. CPS seconds were
fourth and the host Viking
squad last.
Jim Pauly gained second in
the two-course slalom, Dick
Foley finished fourth, Jim
Hopper eighth, Bud Fisher
was tenth and Ed Munroe fifteenth.
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Ea ger Diamond Men
Seek Sun, Dry Field

By JOHN McLAVEY

By JACK PAIN
California's famed sunshine dipped into Seattle long
enough March 1for Coach Brightman and 28 aspirants to
take their spikes out of mothballs, grab a dozen new horsehides and take to Broadway Playfield for the first diamond
session of the year. Twelve laps and 35 pushups later the
spikes were again ready fori
the mothballs.
Romeo a Franklin grad, and
On paper the 1950 squad Legreide of Queen Anne, Ed
looks to be peppery on the in- Floyd Odgen a letterman last
field,has strength inthe outer season at Western Washinggardens and packs punch at ton.
In the infield, Lettermen
the platter.
Pitchingmay turn out to be Feiser and Harrington are
the problem in the coming teaming with Frosh Dick
campaign, which is set to be- Naish to form a fast combingin the first week in April, ation around the keystone and
Much will dependon the slants hot corner. Loyd Reed, a 300
of veterans Joe Faccone, Jack hitter for two seasons andKen
Lynch, and Frank Vena. Joe Lasbaugh of St. Martin's are
in particular had trouble last one and two in the battle for
season with a stiff shoulder, first base position.
The fly-chasing department
but early workouts last month
has
four who are considered
to
have
loosened
the
seemed
muscles and he's set for his as potential starters. There
fourth year of varsity twirl- are Chuck Kitzman (Lincoln)
and Don Ley (Roosevelt).
ing-.
Back
to cover left and center
the
submariner
Bob Bevins
formerly attending Seattle respectively are John Ursino
Pacific, and Otto Balmer, and 1949's batting leader,
fresh out of Orting High Dave Piro.
School, both have caught Al's Only setback for the Chiefs
fancy and are the two most so far, has been Hank Casal's
likely to round out the five- injury. Hank, a three year veteran, will be on the shelf for
man mound squad.
plate
will be Bill the entire season.
Behind the

By the time the baseball season rolls around and Earl
Sheeley and his new Rainier's skipper finish disposing of and
acquiring talent, it will be practically a new nine which takes
the field for Seattle on opening day.
Gone from last year's club already are such names as:
Charlie Schanz, Neil Sheridan, Mickey Grasso, Herm Besse,
Russ Oplinger, Tom Neil and Heinz Becker. Pitcher Schanz
and receiver Grasso were drafted by major league clubs, Sheridan is back with Frisco, Besse belongs to the Angels now,
and the rest will be performing in other minor loops.
With all of these ballplayers gone, what does Richards
have in camp with which to form a ball club? He has enough
men to organize an experienced club and another team composed of green rookies, and then some.
Left over from the '49 season are : pitchers Guy Fletcher,
Herb Karpel, Denny Galehouse, John Hoffman and Rugger
Ardizoia ;catcher Jack Warren ;infielders Tony York, Jackie
Albright, Hillis Layne, Leon Mohr and Bill Schuster ;and flychasers Al Lyons and Bill Ramsey,.
This shows a tense moment during one of the games in the intramural basketball
Several of the new experienced additions are expected
to break into Richards' lineup. Catcher Roy Lamanno should season, which winds up with the league championship gamenext Thursday.The Turks,
be a first rate PCL backstop. Veterans Mark Christman and leadinginSection B, are slated tomeet the winners of the Tonks-Clowns duel in Section A.
Lon Frey, who has starred in the World Series, will be competing with Albright, York and several rookies for infield
assignments. Pitchers Hec Brown, Ernie Bickhaus, Al Gearhauser, Fred Schmidt and John Hoffman will be thoroughly
tested as the Rainiers lack pitching strength above all else.
Len Tran, for instance, may nail down the middle-bag
The Papooses outplayed,
job. The former Franklin high athlete hit .330 for Vancouver
and outfouled the
outscored,
last season. Twenty-year old Charlie Davis, signed from SacMadigan
General Hospital
eager Earl Spangramento's.sand lots, is listed as a fine infield prospect, al- ler,Veteran
hoopsters
Sunday,
before a
for the fourth consecutive
though he may need further training. Dick Sinovic, who swatsell-out
crowd.
captured
season,
the Chieftain
By JOHN BLEWETT
ted WIL hurling for .368 average with the Caps, may make
The much-needed height of
Ramsey work for the centerfield spot. Seattle's K. Chorlton scoring crown.
Twenty intramural basketSpangler and Hedequist and
After a slow start the ex- the fast break of the O'Brien ball teams wind up their seaand Jim O'Brien, who batted .366 for Boise last campaign,
are other outfield prospects. Among the pitchers, Jim Wilson, Seattle Prep star caught on twins (plus a little raz-ma-da son this week and the winners
By FREDDIE CORDOVA and SONNY LAIGO
from Birmingham; Vern Kinsfather, from the Caps; and fire to amass a total of 336 by Oscar Holden) was just too of Section A and Section B
didn't keep her from skiing
Gene Kelly (no, not that one) are expected to show promise. points, just three less than his much for the hospital group. willclash for the league cham- Intramural ball in SU does
fan
as
either
and she's only 20.
pionship next Tuesday. Sec- not hit the "rabid"
And the big question marks are: (1) Can Jim Keating make best year.
At
the
two-minute
rule
v
leading bowler of the
The
face
as
does
inter24-year-old
hard in the
the grade now after one year lay-off? and (2) Will
Hede- Coach Fenton substituted five tion A has narrowed down to collegiate sports, nevertheless "stronger" sex is 26 year old
and
collected
Bob
Cool
folds,
league
? If Atkins
can quist,
Ralph Atkins be able to hit inthis
who led the scoring dur- men too many, and the Madi- a two-team race involving thj
John Patrick McGillicudy who
Frank Coleman's sore tootsies hold up? That's another major ing the early going, mustered ganmen hit five successive Tonks and Clowns, while the it is here to stay! And bowl- averages
164 for 18 games.
important
ing can be just as
problem!
gain second baskets, to come within a sin- champion of Section B appears
points
297
to
(How
many
dames can beat
as basketball or baseball.
For the time being we will just leave all the headaches place. Spangler averaged11.59 gle point of the Papooses.
to be inevitably the Turks.
average?)
Besides, capthat
people
think
Anyway,
two
and details up to Mr.Richards and see what hecan do.He won points per game and Hedeleft, the
The Tonks and Clowns lead so by the way they keep taining the "Mud Balls," he is
With
57
seconds
here?
the flag for Buffalo last season— CAN it be done
quist 10.24.
original five Papooses took the Section A with undefeated
those pin-boys busy picking the secretaryof thelocal bowleight,
records
of
and
seven
again.
floor
Ed
O'Brien
went
Trails,
etc.!
Attention, Alpine, Pacific
Lanky Sophomore Center
up their mess. Both rate the ing league.
victories,
respectively,
the
entire
floor
for
one
of
his
andwill
summer,
ended
The nearest he got to the
graduate
Higlin
highest averages in the SU
this
their Bill
followed with 227
Three seniors, due to
specialty shots- j;ist before the meet to decide the section bowling classic and are, conse- 300 mark was a1259. That was
termination
of
this
season's
Norm
Willis gun.souaded.
SU basketball careers with the
scores and swift
leadership tomorrow at two quently, the reigning "King no luck of the Irish, because
placed fourth with 176.
schedule following the Portland series.
Approximately
$150
was
o'clock in the Seattle U. gym.
he started way back in '38and
The three hoopsters, centers Earl Spangler and Ken Two other Chiefs tallied taken help finance the frosh The teams met once before, and Queen of the Alleys."
to
Chase and forward-guard Norm Willis, were able to overcome over 100 during the season's team at the AAU meet in during the regular season, and But never under-estimate was a pinboy just as long— io
(he power of a woman! Patty he knows how to roll 'em.But
the Pilots, aggravating jinx the first night of the two-game play. Bob Fieser hit for 145 Denver.
only one point determined the
averages 133 for 21 it took him three months to
pleasant.
series to make the season somewhat more
and Bill Cheshier made 127. John and Ed O'Brien led outcome, but due to a scoring Sloan (How many boys could hit over 100 while
(and
forward,
part
he was
pivot-man
games.
Spangler,
Earl
the Chiefs
Bothare Sophomores.
the victors, with 17 and 20 error the game was protested keep an average like that?) learning.
off
with
the
years,
last
four
walked
year)
this
for
the
of
O'Brien, meanwhile, points, respectively. Larry and as a result will be re- That's another reason whyher
Only about 5 feet 11 inches
team-scoring honors for the fourth straight time. The tall, John
scoring Vennard netted 22 points for played. Both teams boast "Pocket Pickers" are stealing tall, he is the oldest of six
terrific
his
continued
points
short of
husky eager ended the regular season three
strong offensive and defenpace to build up his ever-in- the losers.
brothers and sisters.A junior,
first place.
his previous season high of 339. Now, with his addition to the creasing record-breaking total
sive records andare as evenly Mary Patricia Sloanisa jun- he majors in political science.
will
have
his
chance
to
squad,
Earl
Papoose
Denver-bound
matched as the standings in- ior, majoring in economics. "Women bowlers", he says,
to 512 points in the Papooses
outdo that mark.
will
dicate.
atHer hometown is Kent first "are a good thing for busiSpangler's 339 tallies,registeredhis freshman year, were, 32 contests. "Shots"
maintain
his
16.00
only
tempt
to
Section
B
boasts
one
only to Bordeaux Hall. She ness and for their personal
high
season,
an all-time
for Seattle U.basketballers.
until this
average in the Denver
Turks,
were
game
leader,
the
who
started throwing these "can- improvement. The people," he
O'Brien,
tourney
AAU
ahead
of
him
with the National
John
place,
first
expected
capture
tournament.
to
nonballs" in her freshman continued, come out and have
also, has smashed that by canning 512 scores in 32 contests
disapand
so
far
have
not
Ed
held
second
year at Kent Hi, developing a lot of fun, but the attendBrother
to date.
They
pointed
their
followers.
for
the
Frosh
high
honors
her left arm till she rolled a ance starts dropping after a
Favored Portland Univer/siIn those four seasons, Spangler has rung-up a total of
Sphinx 168 the other day. Being the couple of weeks
both
the
(10.35
a
have
defeated
hung
328
tallies
homework
with
79-61
defeat
on
the
hoopster
ty
has ever aca
1220 points. More than any other SU
money."
game) Jack Doherty is third Chieftains in the season's ca- and Jokers, who share the sec- second oldest of four sisters
complished!
Speedy Norm Willis, another four-year ace, rates next with 295, then Ray Moscatel saba final, but only after the ond spot with six victories and
single defeat apiece. The
to Spangler in over-all points scored. The ex-West Seattle with 206, followed by Oscar high-flying Pilots were a
Turks
flourish a seven-game
Jerry
124,
previous
with
and
grounded,
60-58,
the
maple man has heapedup a grand total of 826,176 this season. Holden
win record unblemished by deevening.
Ken Chase, who actually only joined the player-list in the Vaughan with 109.
feat. Only an upset would
first Gonzaga series due to the unforeseen man-power shortThe complete scoring list Spangler and Higlin, in the move
the Turks from the top
age, completes this trio of graduating seniors. Six feet two will be run following the Pa- double-post on offense and all
their
last two games are
and
defense,
inche Chase has had one year's previous experience on the SU pooses return from action at over the boards on
weak
against
comparatively
pushed
the
into
a
twoWash,
locals
varsity. Before that he was a JC and Eastern
aspirant. Denver.
teams,
indicating
almost
no
Pliiyor
FG FTPF TP AVG. point lead at halftime. This
Chase netted 12 points in the six games he participated in for 3pungler
129 78 87 336 11.69
possibility
of
an
occursuch
112 73 06 297 10.24 they managed to keep until
Brightman's Gang.
B&dMUltt
90 "76 227 7 83
HlSfi
rence. The Sphinx stole the
61 54 83 176 6.07 Warren Brown dumped in a
Willis
62 21 57 145 G.37 cripple
Pieser
Indian Lore
the
to knot
count at limelight briefly last week, in
47 33 56 127 4.54
-heshier
29 13 29 71 5.07 58-all. Two successive swish- scoring a 100-37 triumph over
Whalen Burke says the ski team's victory in the Mt. Spokane 3peidel
16 15 27 47 2.24
ttnmberg
the
simple
all,
they
papers
as
indicated.First of
meet was far from as
8 2.77 ers from the free-throw line the Vats, the highest total
Rose
13 10 36
6 2 7 14 2.00
Janicke
up in leagueplay this year.
had to come from behind to capture top honors. Second, Terry King
4 5 20 13 1.44 by Bob Hedequist and the two- run
Burke split his head in the first match, leaving the Chiefs one man Chase
4 4 2 12 2.00 minute rule iced the one vicThus
the championship pro6 1.20
1 4 3
\t"ji
": L
PATRICK /JUS
JOHNKIC
short. Terry will be out for about one more week
Some Blewett
.30 tory of the year over the Port- gram will very likely match
2 0 6
4
high ruro finr-mnc,
Till
jray.'', j/'-\J
BOulid as
'
\\V/I
yet, it mot: him nuec
type of awardshould be given to Bill Cheshier for his fight and spirit.
Tir
but
Wm^
it.
<
jft-'Wit :t v 'w^y-the Turks against the winner
/
MOMVI'o BEFORE HE UAQ SCO/?PATRONIZE our ADVERTISERS land five.
He is probably the most improved player on the squad.
;,
IHG ABOVE WE HUNDRED NAUK ,
Jfffii
This split series marked the of the Clowns Tonks game.
final appearances of four-year The championship game will
Students
letter winners Spangler and be played on the Seattle U.
"
Willis, and two-year veteran floor Tuesday, March 14, at
You can have bill old or app|ication
fuir,
_^^^|
one o'clock.
Ken Chase.
size photos finished from any rej-^mg /Mj -j^mgg/M
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Spangler Repeats Papooses Nose
As Top Scorer; Out Madigan
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every Friday and Saturday!
— for the best in
of one, that is
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theater. Here's how works: You buy one ticket for
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$1.25,
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— including
$.25
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Strange Creatures

Invade Engineering

Gift Plaques Adorn Profiling the Professors (No. 3)
Buhr Hall Walls Fr. Robinson to Bring
SU's Commerce andFinance
—
Department has connections "Jasper" Back to SU Soon

Guild Brings

From Hall
To Hall

Trapp Family

The Seattle University
Guild
will present the interBy EILEEN WAGNER
Coast,
to the West
Father
nationally
known Trapp Fampresident
was
of
business world of Seattle is The friendly "Hi, Chief I"of Robinson
By LUANNE MALSIE
ily
Singers
on Friday, March
hanging on the walls of room Father Leo Robinson, S.J., Gonzaga U. from 1986 until 24, at 8:30 p.m., at the Metclicking
rules,
witnessed
the
you've
of slide
or 410,
1942,
No doubt
he became Prowhere rest five huge A.8., M.A., Ph.D., will soon vincialwhen
ropolitan Theater.
heard that strange language of ohms, oscilloscopes, diesel plaques,
of
the
contributions of five be resounding through the of the Jesuits,Oregon Province This performance will mark
cycles and moduluses. Or maybe you've seen thosebemuddled
an office which
Seattle concerns.
halls of Seattle University he held
expressions on the faces of those who ponder over papers
1948. In that the 10th anniversary tour of
until
again,
popular
prof
for the
year,
filled with dy's and dx's with a few cur-le-cues lookintr some- Used to depict various will return
this magnificent ensemble of
he
came
to
to teaching next versity. Upon Seattle Uni- singers
means of transportation durwhat like large S's spaced
and musicians. The
the
death
of
the "homecoming display quarter. His jovial greeting Father Howard Peronteau, Trap Family has long been
throughout.
The Art Club will not ing
the plaques have was first heard here last year, head of the Sociology Depart- noted for its programs featurWho are these strange creahold its monthly meeting last month,
praised
by several of the when Father Robinson took ment,
been
this month because of
tures? They are engineers!
Father Robinson as- ing art and folk songs and
original and his place on the SU faculty,
companies
as
story.
And here is their
the final exams, ansumed
his duties, but was little-known musical instruhelpful aids to business edu- but in that short time it has compelled to
The school of engineering nounced President Peggy
leave the school ments.
cation. Some are considering become a byword among the because of ill health.
was initiated in 1941, but due
Linn.
Tickets for the March 24
offering the same service to students.
appearance
to the war and a consequent
of the Trapp Famrelaxation,Father,
For
who
other local schools. Contrib- Even those who have not
lack of men it was impossible
ily
Singers
are available at
engineers have most of utors include: Pacific Grey- been in one of Father's sociol- is adept in sign language, does
to do much more than make cal
GuildBook Shop,Kaufer's,
the
extensive
work
with
deafogy
Lines,
classes cannot be unaware
Standard Oil of
plans and await the return of their labs. These are located hound
the Metropolitan Theater box
Propellor Club of his influence on the school, mutes. According to Father
the
California,
n
the
main
floor.
The
elecnormal conditions. 1946 was
office,
Sherman & Clay, and
Carmody,
opinwhose
Robert
the year. Due mainly to the tronics lab, which is the first of Seattle, Northern Pacific for who has not heardof "John ion in this instance does not at Seattle University.
unremitting work, self-sacri- room on the right of the main Railway, and the Seattle-First Jasper Jones, the ? without necessarily
reflect that of the The Trapp Family Singers
a soul"? Inaddition toan interfice, and ingenuity of Father entrance, is the favorite haunt National Bank.
SPECTATOR,
"He plays a isn't just a name. They are
(electrical
estingpresentation
of the subMcNulty, the first class of en- of the Double-E's
low-grade
actually a family. The mother,
form of bridge
ject matter, of which he is a
gineers were awarded their engineers, to you) At almost
Madame
he's
not
even
on
the
ChiefMaria Augusta
any time of the day it is posmaster, Father Robinson's
diplomas in 1948.
Trapp,
tains,
Papooses."
usually
on
the
introduces the
but
to hear unofficial discuslectures are enhanced by the Father
There is still mucn work to sible
students,
she, her seven
which
Robinson's
numbers
sions and debates on radioand
"Iremember when ..." anecbe done, but it is as nothing
nevertheless,
glad
daughters
sons, under
be
to
and
two
will
wildly
phenomena.
gestures
other electrical
dotes as he
Spring
when compared to what has During
the
of
direction their conducfrom the rostrum, and helpful welcome him back
the afternoon, howbeen accomplished since 1946. ever, the
tor, Father Frank Wasner,
perform
"hints" during exams. His Quarter.
students
There are labs to be built and
present.
Criminology classes look fortheir electrical experiments
more to be completed. It is here. For these experiments,
body
student
exThe
Father Wasner, formerly
ward to the field trips to the
now just a matter of the time all types of
sympathy
tends
to
chaplain when they lived
Fatheir
prison,
where
modern instru- Another once -in-50 years McNeil Island
required to install existing
ther Gilmore, whose in the Austrian Tyrol, travels
voltmeter, am- chance to visit Rome during he is acquainted with the Jesments
such
as
equipment.
mother diedrecently.Fawith the group on a special
meters, oscilloscopes, and sigYear is beingoffered uit chaplain.
The labs, when completed, nal generators are available. the Holy sodality,
dispensation
is
on
a
twofrom his Bishop.
by the
under the Father Robinson, a convert, ther Gilmore of
will be as complete as any in
semester
leave
absence
Trapp
Family first got
The
the country and more modern The Motor-Generator Lab is sponsorship of "Queen's was born in Astoria, Oregon,
from the psychology de- its start with its daily family
he
magazine.
Although
age
17,
Work"
in
1899.
At
the
of
than most. Equipment was adjacent to the Electronics
partment.
singing parties in the peaceful
procured from War Surplus, Lab. This room contains sev- this tour is more expensive entered the Jesuit order, and
era of prewar Austria. They
spent
years
in the semifour
valued at more than a million eral types of alternating and than those offered by the Innary
Gatos,
at
Committee,
Los
Calif. Prom Charles Chuck Woltei\ Spec- first achieved fame at an Ausdollars. Next Fall Quarter direct current motors and gen- ternational Travel
there,
triple
it
attrache
went
to
Mount St. tator reporter, will not be at trian festival when the faincludes the
should see all this equipment erators. Here, the students
Michael's,
Spokane.
in
great
tion
of
visits
to
Father SU next quarter. Chuck will mous Metropolitan Opera star,
thethree
installed and in operating con- can learn the operating charLehmann, urged them
dition.
acteristics of any type of elec- shrines of Mary at Fatima, received his A.B. in 1922 from attend theUniversityofWash- Lotte
share
to
their talents with the
University,
his
Lourdes,
Gonzaga
and Montserrat.
and
ington next quarter but plans
The heads of the depart- trical machine.
Today
they are one of
world.
Philosophy
there,
M.A.
in
in
The trip covers 36 days,
ments in the Engineering Colto be back at SU in the sumThe basement of the build- leaving New York on July 14 1923. He taught at Gonzaga mer.
America's most heavily booked
lege are : Fr. Edmund McNulprofessional concert attracty, electrical engineering; Fr. ing (as eveiyone except the and returning Aug. 18, with U. as a scholastic for four
judges
Homecoming
for
the
years,
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March 0, 1050

March came in like a lamb
this year,causing an epidemic
of early Spring fever. This
proved to be disastrous in

some cases, as approaching
finals were forgotten and afternoon sessions in the library
were forsaken in favor of
sunny tennis courts and green

courses.
Sarazin girls went all-out

golf

and even turned up witha session of Spring baseball practice. Borrowing a ball from
some admiring nature lover,
and abat from Bordeaux, they
got up a pretty exciting game.
In fact, they're even willing to
meet any rival hall team for
the championship.
For those stricken with a
milder case of Spring fever,
an upsetting game of Canasta
will satisfy their "call of the
wild goose." Just ask any McHugh Hall guy he'll tell you
in one strong word.
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Father Lemieux was Caro-

lyn's

distinguished dinner
last week' while Bordeaux was honored by Father
A. B. Corrigan and Fr.Rooney, Dean of Education of all
the Jesuit schools.
guest

If you would look back 37
words, into the third para-

graph (nothing like throwing
in a game or two, to keep the
reader's interest) you will recognize a most distasteful
phrase as a popular(?) song
title. There is (or should be)
evidence to prove that this
particular song was written to
give young college girls premature gray hair. A poll was
taken, proving that 30 out of
30 girls would rather eat
puffed rice sparkies than listen to this contorted attempt at
musical lyrics. Anyone who
disputes this poll can call GA.
9831 and will be taken care
of immediately.
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Additional information and

PArS CAFE

P. J. CASE
Flor jst

900 E. PIKE

°

EUOt 5 66

The BIGGEST and BEST
__,
MEAL you ever had for

1014Madison St.

Your Money!

p. j. case

ARNE'S MOBIL SERVICE
Twelfth Avenue and East Spring
Car Wash $1.00

TIRE CHAINS

New Psychology
Courses Offered
Here is a little between-thelines reading from the new
spring schedule. Beingoffered
for the first time at SeattleU.
are two classes in psychology;
physiological psychology and
contemporary schools of psychology.

Lubrication

5-Point Cleaners

klll2

application forms may be obtained in Father Lindekugel's
office, room 120, or from Jack
Pain, sodality moderator.

Broadway

Nextdoor to Chieftain Fountain
SPECIAL FOUR-HOUR SERVICE

MAin 8718
NlWJiag2&^__
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REMEMBER your progressive,
modern neighborhood florist.
Ready to serve your every
flower need.

PETER PAN FLORISTS
1318 E. Pike

OA. 7917

JOHN SUGA
The Popcorn Man

The first is taught by a
newcomer to the SU faculty,
Lloyd Powell, who has behind
RALPH
him three years experience as
a physiology lab instructor.
SELECT FOODS
Dealing with behaviorism,
1024 Mftdiian St
Freudianism, gestalt, functionalism, ect., the second will
Phone MAin 3414
be handled by Father Royce,
head of the department.
Shakespeare-minded non-lit
Catholic Supply and Gift
majors will find doubly welHeadquarters
Carmody's
Father
come
class
Books and Lending Library
in Shakespeare's great plays,
THE KAUFER CO.
which is being offered next 1904 Fourth Aye. M«r Stewart
year as an elective.
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